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How do teens’ experiences on social media influence their body image? Today’s teens not only have the ability 
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A great way to start the conversation is by simply asking your child if any of their friends have had 
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impact on school performance.
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Advice by age

•  2- to 4-year-old  kids often see cartoon violence. But keep them 

away from anything that shows physical aggression as a means 
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•  For 5- to 7-year-olds , some of the cartoon rough-and-tumble, 

slapstick, and fantasy violence can actually makes kids thinks 

it’s okay and funny to see these sanitized versions of violence. Violence that could result in death or 

serious injury can also be too scary, so it’s better to keep these types of exposure to a minimum.

•  8- to 10-year-olds ���D�B�O���I�B�O�E�M�F���B�D�U�J�P�O���I�F�S�P���T�X�P�S�E���m�H�I�U�J�O�H���P�S���H�V�O�Q�M�B�Z���B�T���M�P�O�H���B�T���U�I�F�S�F���T���O�P���H�P�S�F��

•  For 11- to 12-year-olds , historical action — battles, fantasy clashes, and duels — is OK. But close-ups 

of gore or graphic violence (alone or combined with sexual situations) aren’t recommended. Keep in mind 

that this age is exposed to A LOT of socially aggressive tween shows that involve lots of mean acts that are 

supposed to be funny. Kids are more apt to learn behaviors from those main characters they are exposed 

to, so it warrants the need to check on what types of messages those main characters are giving.   

•  Kids age 13 to 17 can and will see shoot-’em-ups, blow-’em-ups, high-tech violence, accidents with 
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suffering, and limit the time they’re exposed to violence, especially in video games.

•  Most M-rated games aren’t right for kids under 17.  The kid down the street may have the latest 

cop-killer game, but that doesn’t mean it’s good for him. The ultra-violent behavior, often combined with 

sexual images, affects developing brains. Just because your child’s friend is allowed to play violent games 

or watch violent movies doesn’t mean they’re OK for your child.

Rule of thumb when it comes to 
different ages: visually graphic 
things can be especially disturbing 
to younger kids while more realistic 
situations are more disturbing to 
older kids.



• Think long term.

Posting photos of your kids creates a digital footprint — a kind of electronic paper trail — that forms your 

kids’ identities in a world they haven’t chosen to enter. Someday your preschoolers will grow up, and they 
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post a photo online, you lose control over it. Someone could easily copy the photo, tag it, screenshot it, 

save it, or otherwise use it — and you might never know. Do a quick mental exercise before you share: 



• Take the pulse on their posting.

It’s easy to watch the way kids pose and pout in front of the camera and panic that their behaviors are a 



FAMILY TIP SHEET

Managing Screen Time

• Start by taking a pulse on your family’s media use.

You shouldn’t be afraid to make — and modify — rules that make sense for your family, but it’s helpful to 

start by getting a realistic picture of what your kids’ media use looks like. Lessening screen time effectively 

starts with becoming aware of when and how your kids are actually engaged with their screens. Take a 

24-hour period and track kids’ media use (feel free to use to our media log  to help). What kinds of media 

are they engaging with? How does media use differ on weeknights versus weekends? 

• Not all screen time is created equal.

There’s a huge difference between an hour spent shooting zombies and an hour spent learning vocabulary 

from a smartphone app or composing music online. Think about what kids are doing, in addition to how 

long they’re doing it for. And, although there’s nothing wrong with a little mindless entertainment, you can 

maximize your kid’s screen time if you consider the 4 C’s: 

•   Connection.  It’s really important that kids connect on a personal level with what they’re watching, 

playing, or reading. Are they engaged? Engrossed? Maybe even enlightened? Getting into a story 

line or identifying with characters primes kids for more learning. 

•   Critical thinking.  Look for media that takes a deep dive into a topic, subject, or skill. Maybe it’s 

games in which kids wrestle with ethical dilemmas or strategize about bypassing obstacles . Rote 
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